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Changing Perceptions of the Relationship between
Citizens and Their Elected Representatives
By Joseph F. Frseman

America's cherished system ofself-government is based on the
principle ofrepresentative democracy in which the election of
legislators by the citizenry is the defining element. But how this
principle plays out in practice depends chiefly on the relationship
oflegislators to their constituents. What that relationship means
and why it should be accepted as legitimate has changed over
time. This essay reviews these changes in the meaning of
representation as they are reflected in classic works on American
democracy, with a view to illuminating some ofour present
discontent with government.

The Founders
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As they do in many other governmental matters, The
Federalist Papers offer insight into the standards of political
practice at the time of the adoption of the Constitution. In
the debate over ratification of the Constitution, the idea that
representatives were to reflect the preferences and interests of
their constituents went undisputed. In Federalist #37,
Madison wrote:
The genius ofRepublican liberty, seems to demand on one
side, not only that all power should be derived from the
people; but, that those entrusted with it should be
dependent on the people by a short duration oftheir
appointments, and, that, even during this short period, the
trust should be placed not in a few, but a number ofhands.
This understanding was grounded in a frankly materialist
sense of politics. In Federalist #52, Madison expressed this as
the search for a "common interest":
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parties or political clubs to make good nominations and give
the voters a choice.
The original reformers saw their hopes dashed. Plunkitt
had been confident that reformers "were only mornin'
glories," and, in the large cities, they did frequently resemble
quickly fading flowers. However, the reformers had seized the
intellectual initiative and over the next 50 years made some
version or other of the reform agenda the preferred course of
action. Tammany Hall, Plunkitt's base of operations, and the
oldest machine, was nearly the last to fall. But well before
Tammany finally succumbed in the 1960s, two U.S.
Presidents who made notable contributions to reform politics,
Woodrow Wilson and Theodore Roosevelt, had been elected.
It can be argued that they were manifestations of the
ambition to put the "best men" in office.
The relationship between citizen and elected official
promoted by the reform movement can be seen most clearly
at the municipal level. The particular local government
changes that most clearly embody the range and intricacy of
the reform agenda are the invention and promotion of the
council-manager form of municipal government and the
establishment of the new profession of city manager. Most
nineteenth-century cities had bicameral councils, multiple
elected administrative officials, numerous committees, and
elections dominated by parties. Over time, it became clear
that the old institutions and the old politicians were not equal
to the task of planning, financing, building, and maintaining
the infrastructure that twentieth-century cities required.
The first council-manager arrangement appeared in
Staunton, Virginia, in 1908. The old city council had become
immobilized in a controversy over the paving of a downtown
street that had become impassable in wet weather. The matter
was turned over to a three-member committee, for whom the
clerk of court served as secretary. The committee included the
district railroad manager, who, buttressed by his professional
knowledge, got the street paved. Public approval was such
that the charter was changed and the temporary arrangements
made permanent. Council-manager municipal government
was born.
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The leading advocate of council-manager government,
business executive Richard S. Childs, spelled out its require
ments. The manager serves full time at the pleasure of the
council, supervises all department heads, prepares the annual
budget, and provides information to council members. The
council is small (five or seven members) and is elected at large
on a nonpartisan basis. "The city council looks like, and
proceeds like a board of directors." This was not just manage
ment science; it had political implications for. those who
would run the city. When Dallas, Texas, considered adoption
of the plan in the 1920s, the Dallas News editorialized:
Why not run Dallas itselfon a business schedule by
business methods under businessmen? The city manager is
the executive ofa corporation under a board ofdirectors.
Dallas is the corporation. It is as simple as that. ¼te for it.

Corporate boards of directors are responsible for the well
being of the corporation and are expected to use their best
judgment in decision making. The new ideal of elected
officials, acting together as a board of directors, is a significant
departure from the old Madisonian ideal of the elected official
as an agent of the public. It is much closer to the sense of
representation articulated by Edmund Burke in his oft-quoted
1777 "Letter to the Sheriffs of Bristol." In a response to a
campaign question about his willingness to follow the
instructions of his constituents, Burke replied:
Your representative owes you, not his industry only, but his
judgment; and he betrays, instead ofserving you, ifhe
sacrifices it to your opinion. Government and legislation are
matters ofreason and judgment, and not ofinclination. . . .
You choose a member, indeed; but when you have chosen
him, he is not a member ofBristol but he is a member of
Parliament.

Bureaucracy had made its appearance in industrialized
countries. The German sociologist Max Weber spelled out
his "ideal type" of bureaucracy: the carrying out of work by
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full-time, trained, appointed careerists on the basis of
established procedures and full documentation; working in a
hierarchically organized office; and, working according to law
set down by the legislative authority. This closely matches
Childs' description of the city manager as a full-time, trained
professional who keeps accurate records and provides proper
supervision for the city employees who are organized under
the manager, all of whom are under the legislative direction of
the elected council. The council makes "the tough decisions,"
and the politically neutral staff has the duty of carrying them
out.
According to Childs, decisions in the new bureaucratic
regime do not spring from anyone's untutored preferences.
Council is fully informed by professionals:
Firm, factual data comes in from a trusted and trainedfall
time city manager. Orderlyfinances, daily balances, tight
budgetary restraints keep the facts in sight. Ifnew business
comes into councilfrom citizens beyond the rail it is
routinely referred to the city manager for investigation and
a report at the next meeting, as is new business brought up
by a member ofthe council. Thus every piece ofserious
business commonly carries a memorandum ofacts, attached
by the city manager.

In this setting it will be possible to "enlist ... some of the
ablest men in town for a tour of duty at City Hall in the same
spirit they would serve on a hospital board or a community
chest or the governing committee of a union or a church."
This would make it possible for people to serve on council
without disrupting their businesses or careers. They were not
to be full-time politicians. The kind of relationship between
officeholder and public epitomized by Plunkitt was to be
e:xcised from public life.

The Limits of Reform
Childs and his followers certainly considered these reforms
democratic, but a proposal to change the relation between
elected official and citizen necessarily involves a revision,
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either explicit or implicit, of the practice of democratic
governance. Nothing we have considered so far involves a
direct rejection of the original understanding of popular
sovereignty. In these reform proposals the people are still at
the top of the pyramid.
But in the council-manager form of government, the
position of the voters at the top of the heap is beginning to
look more like a formal position than a substantive one.
Almost as an aside, Childs makes a point about the relation
ship between professional manager, elected council members,
and the public, that highlights a profound, if subtle, shift. In a
discussion of the manager's expert preparation of reports and
studies, he notes that for the manager's professional
recommendations to be carried out, some political work will
have to be done. According to Childs, "preferably the
councilmen do the talking when there is persuading to be
done on controversial issues." The terms "persuasion" and
"controversy'' point to a new understanding of the relationship
of knowledge to politics. It goes beyond the prudential
arrangements made in Staunton, Virginia, to get a street
paved, to a more general claim about who was suited to
inform public decisions. The professional manager would
prepare the recommendation and the elected officials would
figure out how to convince the people to approve what was
being done on their behal£
Perhaps this move to a passive role for the public was
foreshadowed in the partisan boss-client relationship of
Plunkitt, or even in Grimke's acknowledgment that officials
had an educational responsibility to their constituents. By the
turn of the century, it was clear that governance was being
changed by the bureaucratization of governmental institu
tions. Council-manager government was patterned on
Continental ideas of efficient bureaucracy. The justification
for this lay in the question of knowledge, specifically the
growing availability of scientific knowledge, and the convic
tion of those who thought that the fruit of scientific know
ledge was greater organizational efficiency.
These notions were firmly supported by academics in the
rising universities. For example, in his history of the city
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management movement, Stillman cites the remarks of Dr. A.
R. Hatton of Northwestern University to the 1926 city
managers' convention: "You managers are the exemplars of a
radically different idea in municipal affairs, of the idea that
intelligence and the scientific method have a place in city
government." And quoting the leading academic historian of
public administration in the same year: "The managers have
been successful in maintaining praiseworthy standards of
administration. In most cities they have greatly reduced the
influence of politics. . . . They have planned intelligently and
executed efficiently." The public had become passive clients
or, perhaps, customers. In either case, their main function
now was to consume public services.
Science thus came to be seen as a source of knowledge
about governance that was independent of what the public
may or may not have known and may or may not have
wanted; it was also independent of politics. Woodrow Wilson
foresaw the tension between the adoption of scientific public
administration and the expectations of democracy and
addressed this tension in a widely known essay first published
in 1887. He was an advocate of the new scientific adminis
tration and thought it could be harmonized with democracy.
In the course of making his argument, he laid out the change
in the relationship between government and citizens in terms
much stronger than Childs used. His solution to the problem
was to separate politics and administration, and in the course
of making his recommendations, he included a number of
salient observations about both.
Administration was not merely a matter of the internal
concerns of the bureaucracy; administration was the essence
of governance. ''Administration is the most obvious part of
government; it is government in action; it is the executive, the
operative, the most visible side of government, and is of
course as old as government itself," according to Wilson. The
actor in this is the state itself, which becomes the source of the
ethics as well as the action of administration. "The idea of the
state and the consequent ideal of its duty are undergoing
noteworthy change, and the idea of the state is the conscience
of administration. Seeing every day new things which the
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state ought to do, the next thing is to see dearly how it ought
to do them." The state, not the citizenry, has become the
principal actor, guided by "the idea of the state." The public
has become an idle and indulged sovereign.
In an autocracy, the reformer of administration has only to
convince the autocrat for the proper course of action to be
taken. In a democracy, according to Wilson, "wherever public
opinion exists it must rule." Therefore, public opinion must
be limited and guided, it must be "efficient without suffering
it to be meddlesome." This is true even for the educated
portion of the citizenry. The movement to provide "universal
political education will prepare the way for a sure-footed
understanding of the general principles of government, but it
will not necessarily foster skill in conducting government."
The operation of public opinion should be confined to the
making of law. Since law is the source of both bureaucratic
organization and program authority, this will ensure that the
people will be in charge, because their elected representatives
make the law. But this is the only role for the public. They are
in charge; but they have nothing else to do. Actually carrying
out the law is the province of scientifically trained
administrators.
Thus, the relationship between citizen and elected official
is one of citizens expressing wishes to lawmakers. It seems
that in governance, legislative politics is the realm of the
irrational, and the function of legislatures is to determine the
most widely acceptable irrationality, which can then become
the basis of policy. To keep administration rational, it was
important to separate it from "the hurry and strife of politics."
But this raises again the need to have somebody persuade the
public when scientific knowledge and public opinion disagree.
In Wilson's case, it is the reformer who must persuade. "He
must first make public opinion willing to listen then see to it
that it listens to the right things. He must stir it up to search
for an opinion, and then manage to put the right opinion in
its way." Once the right opinion has been embraced, then
elections will presumably provide elected officials who will act
in accordance with it. But it seems doubtful that reformers
would always be readily available to do whatever persuading
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such jobs as building bridges, laying sewers, or building and
maintaining a water system requires· trained professionals who
can apply tested expertise. It also makes great sense that an
elected official who has read and understood the relevant
reports should try to share that knowledge with his
constituents. None of these are problems. But what does
become problematical is the extension of the authority of
scientifically confirmed knowledge from particular projects to
governance in general and the spread of faith that the scientif
ic method could be the sole form of knowledge that guided
public actions.
If Wilson's claims are correct, then Childs' description of
the task of elected officials follows. The unscientific public
needs scientifically informed expertise in government to give
citizens what they want. In such obvious cases as building
public works or epidemiology, the elected official's role seems
fulfillable. And it must be acknowledged that in the first half
of the twentieth century, the decentralized American system of
governance achieved a very high level of public health and
urban infrastructure· development.

The Post-Reform Era
But we do not live in the time of the reformers. The
country has grown enormously in both population and
wealth. Bureaucratic government has been the norm, if not
always the practice, in the memory of almost everyone living
today. College education has become a standard expectation;
it is no longer the province of an elite. Since the 1960s, there
have been a number of efforts to make the policy process
fairer at the electoral level, particularly in making sure that
elected officials have been chosen by an inclusive, broadly
constituted electorate. Criticism of the errancy of public
opinion is more muted. The early protestations that profes
sional administration could be separated from politics have
been discredited. Few localities are still governed by small
committees of businessmen who call the shots for a
community. Among other reasons, this change has resulted
from corporate mergers in commerce and industry that have
severely reduced the pool of local independent business
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constituent. Childs and Wilson did not predict it, but this
has become one of the most time-consuming tasks of elected
representatives. The growth of government has brought an
increase in the number of laws and regulations, the number of
activities that government undertakes, and in the number of
appointed officials. Today's array of programs and properly
kept records are no longer a novelty or a refreshing change.
They are an·overwhelming, unalterable fact, and people are
accustomed to seeking help in navigating the masses of rules
and decisions by turning to the people they elect.
An elected official may be asked to provide something as
simple as public information that a constituent might more
efficiently get directly from the proper agency. The official
may also be called on for much more complex efforts such as
using political pressure to change an administrative decision.
The orderly hierarchy of rationalism does not reflect the webs
of political influence that have spread over the institutions of
the bureaucratic state. But it is settled practice that the
elected official serves as an ombudsman, an institutionally
identified intervener with bureaucracy on behalf of interested
constituents. This role grew, unforeseen, from the
consequences of professionalized administration.
Just as previous understandings of the relationship between
elected official and citizen were eroded by new thought and
new circumstances, so has the reform understanding been
worn down over time. We are no longer a small agricultural
republic. We are no longer a burgeoning new democracy. We
are no longer a nascent empire, reveling in new knowledge
and new industrial strength. But no new expression of the
relationship between elected official and constituent has taken
the place of the reform version that was articulated a century
ago, so it is necessary to consider what possibility might be
inherent in the situation we face now. Americans may still be
adaptable and inventive in their public life.
One notable contemporary development makes the
question of social knowledge a matter of pressing importance
and not just an academic curiosity. As the claims of the
exclusive authority of science weaken and the idea of causal,
linear hierarchies loses its force, there is growing recognition
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collects clear, practical notions on the nature ofhis duties
and the extent ofhis rights. . . .

Here there is no science of government, based on stable
principles. There are, instead, accumulated habits and
sensibilities that are embedded in the life of the community.
In this view, the practice of public responsibility doesn't grow
after the inculcation of a doctrine; rather, if public practice is
widespread enough, it will be possible to build the language
and concepts that are the prerequisites of assembling a shared
understanding of effective public participation by basing them
on practices in which they are already engaged. The broader
success of democracy depends on it.
This sounds unfamiliar because it is based on a sense of
society and social order that is radically different from the
hierarchical understanding that has become the common
sense of our time. Ironically, it is borne out by current
scientific research, which indicates that the institutions of the
state cannot achieve public policy ends unless citizens
understand what is proposed and willingly help make the
policy work. The effort to involve citizens in community
policing is one revealing example of this. Of all the day-to
day functions of government, policing is surely one of the
activities that most closely fits the sense of the state action
expressed by Wilson. The officers are in a special uniform
that sets them apart from the rest of the population; they carry
weapons; they are trained in "police science"; they travel in
special, unmistakably marked vehicles; and, their principal
function is to remove aberrant people from society. They
have computers and other high-tech equipment. They
seem far removed from the rural world ofTocqueville's
New England townsmen.
Yet, the experience of trying to control illegal drugs, for
example, has made it clear that the police cannot do these
things on their own. In ways very similar to whatTocqueville
described, the public must be willing to accept, and must be
allowed to accept, some responsibility in controlling illegal
drugs. And they must know how to do these things. If this
practical knowledge of how to work with the police on behalf
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of the community is not widely shared, even the most
dramatic police prerogative, the monopoly on the use of
force, is unlikely to accomplish much in a society where
some measure of freedom remains.
This point has been underscored by a major academic
study of the causes of crime and delinquency. This multiyear
study began in 1990 and is projected to continue until 2003.
It is conducted by the Harvard School of Public Health and
the University of Chicago and funded by the federal govern
ment and private foundations. A key portion of the study
was conducted in 1995 and attracted wide attention when
results indicated that the most significant difference between
neighborhoods with more violence and those with less was
not ethnicity or economics. The distinguishing factor was
informal social control and cohesion and trust. In neighbor
hoods where the residents took action based on their moral
sense that a violent neighborhood is a bad place, there was less
violence. Citizen acceptance of responsibility for events they
know about, and are involved in firsthand, may be a necessary
element of successful policy.
A renewed appreciation of the utility of practical
knowledge points to a possible purpose for the elected official
that does not rely on the ritualistic repetition of old slogans or
efforts to revive old ways of doing things. In a situation such
as the one we face, where the capacity of the state to carry out
its presumed role as the principal actor in public life has been
called into question on a number of issues, and where citizens
have lost confidence in their ability to give meaningful
guidance to governance, the elected official faces distinct
difficulties. The reform tradition has demonstrated its
continuing power over our imagination by continuing to call
for more efficient ways of doing things - automating and
computerizing, downsizing, more training, benchmarking,
best practices exercises, and most comprehensively, reinvent
ing government. Other techniques are being tried to revital
ize community sentiment by promoting group processes such
as visioning, community goal-setting, forming neighborhood
committees and, in general, promoting more public partici
pation in governmental activities. But this does not come
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easily to government professionals. A recent study of how city
managers engage the public shows that thinking about the
community and how to engage it requires managers to take a
different outlook than the usual manager's approach.
The possibility suggested here - public deliberation - is
not so much the addition of more things to do, as a way to
rethink the foundation on which political activities take place.
Deliberation is not entirely new. It is quite in keeping with
the practice of renewing the central elements of a very long
standing political tradition. How to conduct government on
a basis other than force or propaganda has been the central
question of political philosophy since its founding by Plato in
ancient Athens. Engaging in deliberation and using everyday
reasoning to direct public affairs is the practical expression of
the idea that government is not just a matter of physical
or verbal compulsion, but something better - active,
intelligent, democratic practice.
If, as has been suggested, the failure to recognize different
kinds of knowledge is a key to understanding at least some of
our difficulties, then the remedy may lie with the elected
official. This is the person who is in the logical position to
address the need of both citizens and government officials to
know things in more than one way. The elected official has a
foot in both camps. Because practical knowledge must be
expressed in everyday language and linked to common experi
ence, campaigns might become occasions for candidates to
grasp, develop, and articulate the practical knowledge of a
given matter. Once elected, the new official undergoes an
extensive initiation into the arcana of our complex, rule
bound government. No others - not academicians, not
journalists - are similarly equipped. Elected officials are
distinctively positioned to encourage the sorts of gatherings
and the ways of meeting that could be used to foster open,
honest encounters about the realities of public life and what it
might take to improve it. If we made such a beginning, we
might see the ways we can undertake the repair and care of
institutions for which we have no replacement.
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